
Figure 1. a) Final crustal profiles for lunar impacts of dif-

ferent sizes (D = impactor diameter) and for two different 

thermal profiles. The Moho is plotted from the innermost 

occurrence of crustal material to 1000 km radius b) Selected 

crustal profiles based on gravity modeling [7] are plotted 

against model results for thermal profile TP 2. 
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Introduction: As the rarest impact structures in the 

Solar System, multi-ring basins are the least understood. 

Various hypotheses have been proposed to explain their 

formation and features [e.g. 1-3]. Currently scaling 

laws, based on measurements of smaller-scale craters, 

are used to estimate multi-ring basin attributes [e.g. 4]. 

Whether multi-ring basins follow this scaling is debated.  

On Earth, possible multi-ring basins are either se-

verely eroded (Sudbury, Vredefort) or buried (Chicxu-

lub), making inferences of their original structure prob-

lematic. Earth's Moon however, has a relative abun-

dance of multi-ring basins [5], making it a suitable loca-

tion for the study of multi-ring basins [6].  

Gravitational and topographic data over a number of 

lunar basins has been collected and crustal profiles in-

ferred [7,8]. These data show basins possess a thinned 

crust beneath their centers and a thickened annulus of 

crust towards their rims. The largest basins may have 

excavated mantle material [8]. 

The majority of, if not all, lunar basins are thought 

to have formed during a Lunar Cataclysm which ended 

~3.9 Ga [9], when the Moon’s interior was far hotter 

than its current thermal state [10]. The extreme antiquity 

of these basins means many are heavily degraded and 

the proposed higher temperatures are likely to have ac-

celerated modification processes such as viscous relaxa-

tion [11]; basins today are not necessarily representative 

of their original form.  

In this work we compare our numerical impact mod-

el with observations of crustal structure beneath lunar 

basins to test our model and further understanding of 

basin formation. 

Methods:  The two dimensional iSALE hydrocode 

[12,13] was used to model lunar basin impacts. iSALE 

has been used to model terrestrial impacts at various 

scales (e.g. Chesapeake [14]; Chicxulub [15]), as well 

as lunar SPA-scale impacts [16]. 

Projectiles 40-120 km in diameter, with a velocity of 

15 km/s (close to the lunar average of 18 km/s), were 

impacted vertically into an infinite half-space 

representing the lunar surface, consisting of a 60 km 

thick crust overlaying mantle. The simulations were 

terminated when the major crater-forming motions 

ceased. An ANEOS-derived equation of state for dunite 

[17] was used to model the mantle and the impactor. 

The Tillotson equation of state with parameters derived 

for gabbroic anorthosite [18] was used to model the 

crust.  

Material strength and thermal parameters were de-

rived from fits to experimental rock strength data [19- 

22]. Two different thermal profiles (TP) estimating ear-

ly lunar conditions, based on those of [16], were inves-

tigated. TP 1 had a near-surface temperature gradient of 

10 K/km with a ~1670 K deep adiabatic temperature; 

TP 2 had a near-surface temperature gradient of 34 

K/km with a ~1770 K deep mantle adiabatic tempera-

ture. Temperature was bounded by the solidus, so that 

mantle temperatures never exceeded the ambient melt 

temperature. Based on the thermal profiles, self-

consistent pressure, density and strength fields were 

computed. The gravity field was set to a constant value 

of 1.63 m/s
2
. A constant resolution of 20 cells per pro-

jectile radius, CPPR, (cell sizes of 1-3 km) was used for 

all simulations. 
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Figure 2. Moho uplift as a function of thinned crust radius. 

Observational data (WP99 [7], HW07 [8]) appear to show a 

decrease in Moho uplift beyond a thinned crust radius of 300 

km. (The largest basins plotted are Imbrium and Serenitatis.) 

Our results show Moho uplift remains at 1 beyond this.  

 

Results: Figure 1a shows the final Moho 

(crust/mantle boundary) profile for models with differ-

ent impactor sizes and thermal profiles. For impactors 

60 km in diameter or larger crustal material is complete-

ly removed from the basin center, creating a central pool 

of molten mantle; the diameter of which increases as 

impactor diameter increases. From its innermost occur-

rence, crust thickens away from the basin center, form-

ing an annulus of thickened crust then thinning to pre-

impact level outside the crater, qualitatively consistent 

with gravity-derived crustal profiles (Fig 1b). The radius 

and amplitude of the maximum in crustal thickness in-

creases with increasing impactor size. In addition, max-

imum crustal thickness is smaller for impacts into a hot-

ter lunar surface (TP 2 vs TP 1).  

Figure 2 shows the relationship between thinned 

crust radius (distance from basin center to maximum 

crustal thickness) and Moho uplift (uplift of base of 

crust at crater center as a fraction of pre-impact crustal 

thickness; 1 implies complete removal of crust). Obser-

vational data [7,8] show a maximum in Moho uplift of 

0.8-1 at a thinned crust radius of 300 km; above this, 

Moho uplift appears to decreases. In contrast, our model 

results suggest Moho uplift increases to 1 at a thinned 

crust radius of ~300 km at remains at 1 for all larger 

craters.  

Discussion: Our preliminary results suggest, for ver-

tical impacts at 15 km/s, impactors greater than ~60 km 

in diameter completely remove crustal material from the 

basin center, replacing it with a central melt pool of a 

predominantly mantle source. Hence, the crustal profiles 

beneath our final modeled craters contradict interpreta-

tions of gravity data that show a continuous crustal layer 

under all lunar basins [7]. However, more recent lunar 

spectral and crustal data from the better resolved and 

wider coverage of Kaguya suggests that mantle material 

could have been excavated in a number of basin-

forming impacts as crustal thickness below some basins 

appears minimal [23] and possible mantle-derived oli-

vine-rich signatures are present [24]. Model and obser-

vational differences can be reconciled if the mantle melt 

pool predicted by our models differentiated, forming a 

new crustal layer. As melt volume increases in propor-

tion to crater volume with increasing crater size, the 

thickness of the crust formed by melt pool differentia-

tion is expected to increase with crater size, explaining 

the apparent decrease in Moho uplift with crater size 

(Fig. 2). [7,8] suggest the small Moho uplift in the larg-

est two basins (Imbrium, Serenitatis) is caused by sig-

nificant basin relaxation due to their proximity to the 

thermally hot Procellarum KREEP Terrane. Crustal 

profiles beneath large lunar basins based on observa-

tional data suggest that maximum crustal thickness de-

creases with increasing crater size (Fig. 1b). For a given 

thermal profile, our model results suggest the opposite 

trend. As our models also show that maximum crustal 

thickness is smaller for a warmer thermal profile, this 

apparent discrepancy might be explained by the fact that 

(on average) smaller basins formed later than larger 

basins when the lunar interior was cooler. 
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